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ABSTRACT

Aerostatic bearings are typically used in ultra precision and high speed applications in controlled environments. The present study expands this operating domain. The present study experimentally investigates the performance and feasibility of a novel design for a robust air bearing consisting of an aerostatically sealed pressurized volume. A suitable operating domain for the bearing system was characterized based on measurements of the load capacity, friction moment, chamber flow, and seal flow rate at various opposing surface run-outs and supply pressures. The highest measured load capacity was 18.86 kN at 0.330 mm run-out, and decreased to 12.22 kN load at 3.804 mm run-out. The study provided corroborative evidence on the feasibility of the proposed chamber based bearing design.

1. Introduction

Gas-lubricated bearings are common in precision motion and positioning, for example, in high-speed rotating machines and precision measuring and machining tools. Typically, air is used as the lubricant in the bearings, due to its appropriateness, availability and low cost due to existing air supply networks. Using gas as the lubricant results in low friction and small gap height due to the low viscosity of gases. In order to maintain the proper gap height, usually in the range of 2–20 μm, narrow manufacturing tolerances for the system components are required. For the typical applications, the main benefit of air bearings has been the improved positioning accuracy and low friction at high speeds.

However, as the world is transitioning towards a more sustainable future, the energy efficiency of industrial processes has to be reconsidered. For example, the European Green Deal aims to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by 50% from the emission level of 1990 before the year 2030 [1]. In order to meet this goal in the paper and cardboard industry, losses in the production process should be minimized. Currently, 15–25% of the total energy consumed in paper machines is used to overcome friction [2].

The bearings used in the rolls of these machines are commonly rolling element, hydrostatic or hydrodynamic bearings. In particular, the energy consumption of the hydrodynamic bearing system in deflection-compensated rolls is enormous [3]. The energy consumption consists of the pumping and cooling of the fluid in addition to the power to overcome the high rotational friction of the roll due to the high viscosity of the fluid. The bearing system of deflection compensated rollers consists of end bearings that locate the shell in relation to the shaft and deflection compensation bearings that span the whole length of the roll. The deflection-compensated rolls have an internal mechanism to counteract the external load acting on the shell of the roll, minimizing the deflection of the shell and thus improving end product, such as paper or cardboard quality (Fig. 1.). In particular, the improved quality is seen as a more even thickness and gloss along the product cross direction, i.e., the roll axis direction. Replacing the energy intensive hydrostatic and dynamic bearings in deflection-compensated rolls by aerostatic bearings could significantly reduce the total energy consumption of the roll systems that consists of drive, pumping and cooling power.

Aerostatic bearings have been extensively researched in various applications, which are showcased in a recent review article by Gao et al. [4]. Porous orifice-compensated aerostatic bearings have been studied extensively by, for example, in a comparison between orifice, porous and partially porous bearings by Fourka and Bonis [5]. Due to the rise of additive manufacturing, novel design for orifice geometry have emerged [6]. There has been research on increasing the stiffness of aerostatic bearings, such as regulator valve by Ghodsiiyeh et al. [7]. Additionally, actively compensated aerostatic bearings, where the inlet orifices were adjusted by piezoelectric actuators and voice coils, have been investigated by Theisen et al. [8,9], Morosi and Santos [10] and Maamari et al. [11].

Porous restrictor bearings are a subset of the aerostatic bearings. The
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Sealing modes. An aerostatic seal can operate in either mode depending on the pressure level in the seal gap, chamber (high pressure) and ambient (low pressure).

![Diagram of sealing modes](image)

(a) Sealed flow mode.
(b) Chamber leakage mode.

The following research questions were addressed in the present study:
1. What is the suitable operating parameter range of a chamber based aerostatic bearing? Which factors limit the suitable operating range?
2. How does the run-out of the opposing surface affect the performance of a chamber based aerostatic bearing?

Thus, in the present study we report a contribution beyond the state-of-the-art:

1. A novel method and design to construct a robust aerostatic bearing for large load applications,
2. A novel flexibly supported aerostatic seal design and method to seal a pressure chamber against a moving opposing surface without requirements for narrow manufacturing tolerances,
3. A realized design of the previous two and an experimental performance measurement setup,
4. A thorough test data set with analysis investigating the performance of such a system in various conditions regarding pressure levels, loads, friction and run-out of the opposing surface.

These contributions resulted in the following new findings:

1. The limiting factor to the suitable operating range is the seal gap height; too low and the seal contacts the opposing surface, too high and the seal leaks.
2. Increased run-out decreases the load capacity of the bearing.
3. The design for the robust aerostatic bearing is feasible, considering the load capacity and air consumption.

2. Methods

2.1. Bearing design

The investigated bearing unit consists of an aerostatic seal that seals a volume between the bearing frame and the opposing surface. The bearing and its parts are shown in Fig. 3. The sealed volume of the bearing was pressurized in order to increase the load capacity of the bearing. A floating seal design was used, where the seal body was mounted with flexures that allowed displacement and tilting. The seal was preloaded against the opposing surface in order to maintain the desired air gap height between the seal and the opposing surface. The pressurized volume was the main load carrying element of the system and the load capacity of the seal was used to offset the preload acting on the seal.

Porous graphite restrictor was used in the seal and the graphite was attached to the relatively flexible aluminium body with epoxy [25,26]. The width of the graphite seal face was 15 mm, and the thickness of the graphite was 4.5 mm. The distribution groove in the seal body was 7 mm wide and 2 mm deep. The groove distributes the pressurized air evenly to the backside of the porous material. The dimensions of the seal and related features are presented in Fig. 4. The dimensions of the chamber, i.e., the internal dimensions of the seal were 270 mm in the horizontal direction and 120 mm in the vertical direction, with a 60 mm radius arcs at both ends. The area of the seal face was 0.011 m² and the area and the volume of the pressurized volume were 0.029 m³ and 0.203 L, respectively.

The seal body was flexibly mounted to the bearing frame with flexures made of 0.5 mm thick stainless steel sheet. The flexures allow a range of motion of ± 2 mm, corresponding to angular motion of ± 1.64° in the vertical direction and ± 0.85° in the horizontal direction. The main limiting factor of the seal displacement was the clearance between the seal body and the bearing frame. The difference in angular motion range in vertical and horizontal direction is due to the dimensions of the pressure chamber. The floating design allows the seal to maintain a constant air gap height, allows greater misalignment and displacement between the seal and the opposing surface during operation, and compensates for the manufacturing inaccuracies of the components. The seal was preloaded against the opposing surface by a pressurized loop of silicone tube located in a groove of the bearing frame. The combined stiffness of the preload tube and the flexures should be lower than the stiffness of the air film in the air gap, in order to have the seal follow the opposing surface as desired. The silicone tube had a 12 mm internal diameter and a 15.5 mm external diameter and the groove that located the tube was 9 mm deep and 17 mm wide. The width of the groove was selected so that the internal width of the tube matches the width of the seal face. Additionally, the tube was glued in place with moisture curing silicone adhesive in order to form a pressure-tight seal between the silicone tube, the seal body and the bearing frame.

The permeability of the porous material is determined from the short circuit flow of the bearing. The permeability of porous material [25] is defined as

\[ \kappa = \frac{2 Q \mu h p_s}{A (p_s^2 - p_a^2)} \]  

(1)

where \( Q \) is the measured short circuit flow rate, \( \mu \) is the dynamic viscosity, \( h \) is the thickness of the porous material, \( A \) is the area of the seal face, \( p_s \) is the supply pressure and \( p_a \) is the ambient pressure.

2.2. Test setup

The test setup consisted of the bearing described in the previous section, the pneumatic system to supply the pressurized air, and sensors and data acquisition equipment to measure the occurring phenomena. There are many types of test setups for aerostatic bearings found in the literature, that have similarities and differences to the investigates setup. The load on the bearing is commonly generated by weights or an actuator such as a screw or a pneumatic cylinder [12,27]. Commonly the bearings are tested against a static surface. However, in the present setup the load was generated by the sealed pressure chamber itself, as the flexure mounted seals allow for displacement of the system under load and the opposing surface was rotating.

The test setup was built on a TOS SN 63 C lathe, as is shown in Fig. 5.
A detailed drawing of the bearing is additionally shown in Fig. 6. The bearing unit was mounted on the toolpost of the lathe. Additionally, the bearing unit was supported by the tailstock in the axial direction in order to carry the high axial load. The support from the tailstock was required in order to not overload the compound slide of the lathe. The axial load of the bearing is supported with the tailstock of the lathe, through a force transducer that is used to measure the actual load capacity of the developed system. Additionally, the rotational degree of freedom of the bearing was designed to be as frictionless as possible: the bearing is supported with aerostatic bushings in the radial direction and the axial support is through a ball on plane contact. A hardened steel ball, that was mounted on the end of the shaft of the bearing, acted against the flat end of a carbide pin on the force transducer. This ensured that the contact between the aerostatic seal and the opposing surface was accurately detected, when the system reached its performance limits.

The opposing surface of the bearing was a 400 mm diameter steel disk with a thickness of 40 mm. In the investigated load range, no significant deformation of the disk is expected. The surface roughness of the steel disk was 0.16 Ra. The disk was held in the independently adjustable four-jaw chuck of the lathe. The axial run-out, i.e., the wobble of the steel disk was varied by placing steel shims between the disk and two neighboring jaws of the chuck. The axial alignment was varied to investigate the resistance of the bearing system to misalignment and vibration of the system. The shims were used to support the axial load of the bearing acting on the disk, thus negating the possibility of the disk moving in the chuck during the measurements. The amount of wobble of the steel disk was measured by the axial run-out, as is defined in ISO1101:2017 [28]. The axial run-out was measured at a 190 mm radius from the axis of rotation with a digital indicator. See the different Axial run-outs used in the experiments in Table 2.

2.2.1. Pneumatic system

The test setup included a pneumatic system that allowed the control and measurement of the pressures and flow rates in each part of the seal and pressure chamber system. Three pressures were individually controlled with the pressure regulators: seal pressure, preload pressure, and chamber pressure. The measured flow rates were the seal supply flow and the chamber flow, individual sensors were used for flow in and out of the chamber as the sensors used were unidirectional. The flow in the chamber supply can be to either direction depending on the pressure level in the seal gap and the chamber (Fig. 2). The regulators were controlled with analogue signals generated by the data acquisition device. A diagram of the pneumatic system is presented in Fig. 7 and the specifications of the sensors and pressure regulators used are presented in Table 1.

2.2.2. Calibration

The force and moment sensors were calibrated. The calibration was performed at three points, 0–5–10 Nm for the friction moment force transducer and 0–5–10 kN for the load capacity force transducer. A linear curve was fitted to the results and the curve values were used to set the zero and gain values for the sensors in the data acquisition system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Name / Explanation</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bearing frame</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seal body</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Graphite restrictor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Flexure</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Preload tube</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shaft</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Air bushing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Steel bearing ball</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Carbide pin</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Load force transducer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Moment force transducer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Bottom plate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Toolholder</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ball on plane contact</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Attached to the toolpost</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Supported by the tailstock</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Attached to the lathe carriage</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
software.

The force transducer for the friction moment was calibrated in-place by loading the system through a moment wrench attached to the square socket on the bearing frame. The in-place calibration eliminated uncertainties related to the length of the moment arm. However, the force transducer was calibrated by known weights and a lifting tool that loads the transducer in compression. The calibration was done in vertical orientation due to simplifying the setup, as the errors due to the mass of the sensor are small compared to the measured loads.

2.2.3. Control and data acquisition

The lathe spindle speed was controlled manually. All the other control as well as data acquisition were realized with National Instruments cDAQ system, consisting of a CDAQ-9174 chassis equipped with measurement modules NI-9220 for analogue signal inputs (read the pressure and flow sensor signals), NI-9219 for force transducer inputs with full-bridge connections, NI-9411 for trigger signal input from the encoder, and NI-9263 for analogue output signal generation to control the pressure regulators. The control and measurement program was implemented in LabVIEW, which finally saved the data into text files.

The measurements used a Heidenhain ROD 420 incremental encoder with 1024 pulses per revolution as the trigger source. The encoder was attached to the spindle of the lathe.

2.3. Procedure of experiments

The measurements of the occurring phenomena were conducted with the procedure described in this section. The measured operating points were limited by the maximum possible supply pressure of 0.6 MPa, maximum allowable leakage of 50 l/min from the chamber and maximum allowable friction moment of 4 Nm. The friction moment was chosen to be an elegant way to detect contact between the graphite aerostatic seal and the opposing surface. The selected maximum leakage is the maximum measurable value of the flow rate sensor, and the friction moment limit was selected at a value where the loading unit is already significantly contacting with the opposing surface. At each measured operating point, 10240 points, i.e., 10 revolutions of 1024 samples per revolution were measured. The measurement program in LabVIEW followed the logic described in Fig. 8.

The following procedure was used in the measurements:

1. The steel disk used as the opposing surface was adjusted to the desired axial run-out.

![Fig. 7. The pneumatic system of the test setup. Pressure regulators were controlled by analogue voltage signals. The gap restriction varies depending on the gap height and affects seal supply flow and chamber leakage in different amounts due to differences in flow path lengths.](image)

| Device                      | Type                          | Range   | Accuracy  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seal pressure regulator</td>
<td>Festo VPPM-6 L-L-1-G18-0L0H-V1P-S1C1</td>
<td>0–1 MPa</td>
<td>± 1% FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber pressure regulator</td>
<td>Festo VPPM-6 L-L-1-G18-0L0H-V1P-S1C1</td>
<td>0–0.6 MPa</td>
<td>± 1% FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preload pressure regulator</td>
<td>SMC ITV1050-31F1C3</td>
<td>0–0.6 MPa</td>
<td>± 2% FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal flow sensor</td>
<td>SMC PFM7-50-C6-E</td>
<td>1–50 l/min</td>
<td>± 5% FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber in flow sensor</td>
<td>SMC PFM7-50-C6-E</td>
<td>1–50 l/min</td>
<td>± 5% FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber out flow sensor</td>
<td>SMC PFM7-10-C6-E</td>
<td>1–10 l/min</td>
<td>± 5% FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load capacity force</td>
<td>HBM 59</td>
<td>50 kN</td>
<td>± 1% FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transducer</td>
<td>Friction moment force transducer</td>
<td>=100 kg-F</td>
<td>981 N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 8. Flow chart of the logic in the measurement program to map the possible operational parameter combinations. Where $P_c$ is chamber pressure, $\Delta P_c$ is chamber pressure step, $P_p$ is preload pressure, $\Delta P_p$ is preload pressure step, $P_s$ is seal supply pressure, $M_\mu$ is friction moment, and $Q_c$ is chamber flow rate.](image)
2. The lathe carriage was moved until the seal contacted the opposing surface, the tailstock was positioned to carry the axial load and the locking mechanism of the tailstock was tightened.

3. The air supply was turned on and the seal supply pressure was set to 0.6 MPa pressure.

4. The spindle speed of the lathe was set to 260 rpm.

5. The measurement program was started. The program varies the preload and chamber pressures to map out a matrix of suitable operating points. The suitable operating points were determined by the leakage from the chamber and by the friction moment. Values for pressures, flow rates, load capacity, and friction moment were recorded at each measurement point after the values had settled to stable values.

6. After measuring at each suitable operating point, the lathe and the air supply were turned off. The procedure was repeated until the performance under all desired axial run-outs was examined.

2.4. Analysis methods

The measured data consisted of the following:

- 3 pressures: seal pressure, chamber pressure, preload pressure.
- 3 flows: seal flow, chamber flow in and chamber flow out (the flow sensor type used was capable of measuring flow only in one direction).
- 2 loads: load capacity and friction moment.

The data was analysed in Matlab. The following analyses are presented in the study:

- The load capacity, chamber flow and friction moment are presented as a function of the chamber pressure and the preload pressure. The third dimension under investigation is presented utilizing a heatmap. The values for load capacity, chamber flow, seal flow and friction moment are an average of the samples measured at each operating point.
- The useful operating range is limited with yellow and red lines. The lines correspond to constant friction (1 Nm) and no chamber flow (0 l/min), respectively.
- The maximum performance is located at the intersection of the aforementioned lines.
- The theoretical load capacity presented in Table 2 is calculated assuming that the whole area of the bearing, including the chamber and the seal has a uniform pressure distribution equal to the chamber pressure.

3. Results

The permeability of the graphite [25] was $1.06 \times 10^{-15}$ m$^2$, calculated from the measured short circuit flow of 20.08 l/min at 0.6 MPa supply pressure.

The load capacity, air consumption and friction measured at various axial run-outs of the opposing surface are presented in Fig. 9. The load capacity graphs show that, intuitively, the load capacity increases with the increasing chamber pressure. As expected, the highest load capacity and operating point with the highest performance was found using the smallest run-out of the rotating opposing surface. The operational range of the bearing was limited by high friction originating from contact with the opposing surface and by high leakage out of the chamber due to insufficient preload to keep the air gap small enough to form a seal.

The chamber flow graphs of the results Fig. 9 shows the two sealing modes presented in Fig. 2. The red contour indicates the preload and chamber pressure combination which results in stagnation of the chamber flow, i.e., chamber flow is 0 l/min, marking the division between the two sealing modes. Furthermore, the chamber pressure is equal to the pressure in the seal gap in order for the chamber flow to stagnate. The negative chamber flow rates indicate sealing mode a), where the seal leaks into the chamber and the pressure regulator exhaust air out in order to maintain the determined chamber pressure level. The positive chamber flow rates indicate sealing mode b), where the chamber leaks to ambient atmosphere and the pressure regulator lets air into the chamber to maintain the determined pressure level. Consequently, the operational range of the bearing is limited to the more efficient sealing mode a) where there is no excessive leakage from the chamber, either past the seal or through the regulator exhaust.

The friction moment graphs of the results Fig. 9 show the determination of the friction based limit for the operational range. Since the device was almost frictionlessly supported in the rotational degree of freedom (airbrushings and hardened steel ball against flat carbide face, see Section 2.2), locking the rotating motion with a moment sensor enabled an elegant manner to recognize the contact between the graphite aerostatic seal and the opposing surface: contact increases the friction between the opposing surface and the bearing. The seal gap height depends on the combination of seal supply pressure (held constant during the measurements), the preload pressure and the chamber pressure. Increasing the preload pressure consequently pushes the seal towards the opposing surface harder and a finally the graphite based aerostatic bearing functioning as a seal cannot sustain the load and a contact is made. Thus, when the preload pressure is high enough in relation to the chamber pressure, the seal contacts the opposing surface.

Another very consequent result can be observed in the seal flow graphs. Increasing the preload pressure drives the seal closer to the opposing surface, making the air gap narrower. The narrower air gap restricts the seal flow more efficiently, and thus the seal flow reduces with the increasing preload pressure. Further, the chamber pressure has little or negligible effect on the seal flow.

Table 2 presents the characteristic values of the system at the highest performance operating point with four different run-outs of the opposing surface. The point of highest performance was defined to be the point where the frictional moment was 1 Nm and the chamber flow was 0 l/min, i.e., where the contours determined previously intersect. The values show that increasing the run-out consequently decreases load capacity and increases the seal flow rate. However, the load capacity met quite closely the theoretical load capacity values, which were calculated using a uniform pressure distribution within the area of the device: the maximum difference 7.7% was detected predictably with the highest run-out of 3.804 mm.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Run-out (mm)</th>
<th>Chamber pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Preload pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Seal flow (l/min)</th>
<th>Load capacity (kN)</th>
<th>Theoretical load (kN)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>18.86</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>16.91</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.633</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>15.13</td>
<td>14.49</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.804</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>11.96</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

4.1. Analysis of the results

The bearing was designed on the basis of flexible seal that can be preloaded against the opposing surface. In order to achieve the desired operation, it is important to lower stiffness in the preload mechanism than the stiffness of the air gap. Therefore, a flexible silicone hose was used as the preload mechanism. In addition, the weight of the seal adversely affects the dynamics of the seal, as it has to follow rapid movement of the opposing surface. Thus, the seal body was manufactured out of aluminium with a minimal cross-section to reduce its inertia.

The results of the present study clearly show that the sealed chamber

Fig. 9. Measured load capacity, chamber and seal flows, and friction moment of the investigated bearing. Measurement points are shown with black dots. Red contour in the load capacity graph is 0 l/min chamber flow and the yellow contour is 1 Nm friction moment. The rotating speed of the opposing surface was kept constant at 260 rpm.
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bearing is functional, can produce high loads close to the theoretical maximum and can be operated under high axial run-out conditions. Consequently, the highest load capacity and broadest operating range was found with the smallest misalignment of the opposing surface. Increasing the misalignment and thus making the conditions more arduous for the bearing, reduced both the load capacity and the operating range. However, the load capacity can be considered more than satisfactory, especially compared to the theoretical maximum loads.

In order to find the suitable operating points and especially the point with the highest performance, limits were placed for the flow rate into the chamber and for the friction moment. The air flow into the chamber, that corresponds to the leakage out of the chamber, was limited to 0 l/min (red contour in Fig. 9). Respectively, the friction moment, that originates from the contact with the opposing surface was limited to 1 Nm (yellow contour in Fig. 9). The operating point with highest load capacity, subjected to these limits, was selected from each measurement at different opposing surface run-out. The red and yellow contours as well as the limits of the measuring range show similar behavior; with the low run-out measurements measurable range and the contours limit fairly smooth triangle-like operating parameter range. When the run-out is increased, the graphs show much higher variation further away from a linear relationship between the chamber and preload pressures. This indicates that the increased run-out, i.e., movement of the opposing surface increased the non-linear behavior of the system.

The chamber flow rate curve of 0 l/min divides the operating points to the two aforementioned operating modes (Fig. 2). The negative chamber flow is due to the seal supply gas flowing into the chamber, and the pressure regulator exhausting gas in order to keep the pressure in the chamber at the set level. In contrast, at the lower edge of the operating parameter map, the seal leakage increases rapidly as the seal gap increases due to the seal preload being insufficient to push the seal against the opposing surface. The chamber design could be potentialy realized without a supply to the chamber of the device and pressurizing it only by the seal gas flowing in. With the chamber supply omitted, the bearing could be operated at the operating points of the red contour, after the start-up transient of pressurizing the chamber. This could be used as a simplification in some solutions.

The seal flow decreased as the preload pressure increased; presumably this is based on the flow restriction of the air gap increasing as the air gap decreases. Additionally, the higher pressure in the chamber also limits the flow from the seal supply into the chamber and when the chamber pressure is higher than the pressure in the seal gap, the flow direction reverses. The decreasing seal flow reduces the required compressor power to supply the seal with pressurized air. Therefore, it is advantageous to find a balance between the friction losses and air consumption of the system.

Increasing the run-out of the opposing surface reduces the suitable operating points of the bearing, thus reducing the maximum load capacity. Presumably, the decrease of performance can be attributed to the dynamics of the seal. The inertia of the seal results in the seal lagging behind in phase in relation to the opposing surface, resulting in unsteady air gap height. The unsteady air gap height can lead to periodic contact with the opposing surface and periodic leakage due to increased air gap height. Therefore, it is advantageous to design the seal to be as lightweight as possible in order to maintain the proper air gap height.

The robustness of the bearing against wear was not quantitatively measured during the experiments. Therefore, the wear of the seal was inspected visually (Fig. 10). Some deeper scratches and polished areas appeared on the graphite face of the seal during the measurements (Fig. 10). The damage to the seal is assumed to be caused by the contact between the seal and the opposing surface, which occurred with certain operating parameters, and is indicated by the friction moment measurements in Fig. 9. Presumably, the scratches resulted from dirt or other foreign particles that got caught between the seal and the opposing surface, as the test were conducted in a machine-shop-like environment. The dirt or particles might have been embedded to the face of the seal during its manufacturing process, as during the operation the direction of the air flow is out of the gap, thus purging particles away from the seal gap or the air flow was too weak to stop the particles from entering the gap. However, the wear of the graphite surface of the seal did not seem to affect the performance of the bearing. Additionally, graphite was deposited on the steel disk used as the opposing surface (Fig. 10). The high robustness of graphite restrictor air bearings is well known due to the lubricating properties of graphite, which is further improved by the flexible mounting of the seal limiting the contact forces. The relatively good surface finish of the opposing surface reduces the wear rate of the seal during contact.

The sealed bearing unit that was investigated in the present study has increased load capacity and robustness when compared to current air bearings, both porous or orifice type. However, the increased robustness is at the cost of stiffness. The stiffness of a sealed chamber bearing is much lower than the stiffness of the current bearings. Therefore, the sealed chamber bearing is not a feasible solution to many of the current applications of air bearings where high positional accuracy is required from the bearings. However, the proposed design could be feasible for other applications where use of typical air bearings is limited or infeasible due to tolerance requirements, such as the aforementioned large flexible rotors.

The uncertainty of the measurements was not separately analyzed since it was out of the scope of this study. However, the accuracies announced by the manufacturers of the sensors used in the measurements can be found in Table 1. Taking these accuracy ranges into account, the results of this study remain valid, as the core of the study was not to acquire the most accurate absolute values for the measured

---

**Fig. 10.** Wear of the bearing surface (a) and the opposing surface (b). Notice the scratches visible on the graphite seal face. Some of the scratches open a “path” from the pressure chamber to the atmosphere. However, no detectable change in the performance was detected due to the wear marks on the graphite during the course of the measurements. Graphite has been deposited on the steel disk due to a contact with the seal face.
quantities, but to verify the method and to compare the behavior of the device under various conditions.

4.2. Impact

The authors are not aware of earlier published research on a bearing based on an aerostatically sealed pressure chamber, and thus the work can be considered novel. As such aerostatic bearings and seals, including their performance analysis belong to the current body of knowledge. However, the design and intended application of the presented novel bearing differs significantly from the present aerostatic bearings.

One of the main contributions of the study is that the demonstrated bearing required only moderate manufacturing tolerances, due to the flexible mounting of the seals. In addition, despite occasional contact with the opposing surface, the wear of the aerostatic sealing graphite did not affect the performance, despite visually observable wear marks and scratches. The wear resistance of the graphite is of utmost importance in applications where contacts with the opposing surface may occur due to misuse or failures in the air supply, mechanical system or control system. These facts suggest that the robustness of the aerostatic bearing construction method developed in the study is at a high level.

The results of the study enable the further development and investigation of the pressurized chamber based bearing in applications where contactless and frictionless load carrying capacity is needed. Naturally, this kind of applications are of interest in the common strive towards sustainable industry. One very promising application is the deflection compensated rotor (Fig. 1). The performance of the investigated bearing proves the feasibility of using aerostatic bearings instead of hydrostatic or hydrodynamic bearings in applications with flexible rotors. Albeit the in-depth comparison of total energy consumption is outside of the scope of the present study, the authors estimate that the savings due to reduction of friction losses are significant. The present study demonstrates the feasibility of aerostatic bearings that tolerate the appropriate amount of run-out and have enough load capacity to mandate further development.

4.3. Further research

Further research should focus on the dynamic behavior of the bearing, including the effects of damping and high compressibility of the air in the pressure chamber. Investigation of the frequency response of the bearing over a board range is vital for further development of the chamber based bearings. Additionally, the construction and performance of the proposed aerostatic bearing design should be investigated in the case of curved or cylindrical surfaces, the focus being particularly in applications considering rotating machines. Finally, as the load capacity is obviously limited by the bearing area and pressure, increasing the supply pressure beyond typical supply network pressures should be studied. The bearing in the present study was operated at a maximum of 0.6 MPa supply pressure. However, aerostatic graphite seals have been operated at much higher pressure levels. Feasibility of the higher pressure systems should additionally consider the increasing compressor power requirements, which partially cancel out the possible energy savings.

5. Conclusion

The present study developed, realized and experimentally verified a method to construct an air bearing by sealing a pressure chamber with flexibly supported porous aerostatic seals. The results of the study suggest that the method and design are feasible:

- The air consumption of the bearing was reasonable; 8.37 l/min to 11.96 l/min at the highest performance range.
- The load capacity of the bearing was dependent on the run-out of the opposing surface; higher run-out reduced the load capacity. The measured load capacity was 18.86 kN at 0.330 mm run-out, and 12.22 kN at 3.804 mm run-out.
- The suitable operating range of the bearing was limited by the contact friction and leakage from increasing air gap height.

The present study opens new possibilities for air bearing applications, which require higher load carrying capacity that is expected from aerostatic bearings, and robustness against moderate manufacturing tolerances, vibration and wear. In further research, the design and performance of the chamber based aerostatic bearings for cylindrical surfaces of rotor shafts and the rotor dynamic behavior of the system should be investigated. Furthermore, the dynamic stiffness and damping characteristics of the device should be investigated by measuring the frequency response of the device over a broad frequency range.
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